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[Note]
When all of the following conditions occur at the same time and an interrupt for (A’) is
generated during the period from “when the IVECT is read out until the interrupt mask
register (IMASK) is restored,” the interrupt (A’) request is processed as an interrupt (A)
request at the point it is generated. The request for interrupt (B) is not processed until
after interrupt (A) process is completed.

[Occurrence Conditions]
The following describes the problem and related conditions concerning use of multiple
interrupts.
(1) The problem occurs when using “Edge-recognized” interrupt (A) with interrupt (B),
which has a higher interrupt priority level than (A), and
(2) when interrupt (B) is generated between the time the handler process for interrupt
(A) has started and the interrupt vector register (IVECT) has been read out, and
(3) when multiple interrupts are not enabled (immediately after reading out the IVECT in
the interrupt handler, the IE bit of PSW is not set to “1” and multiple interrupts are
not enabled), and
(4) when a second request for interrupt (A) is generated within the interrupt (A) process.
(The second request for interrupt (A) will be referred to as “interrupt (A’) request” in this
document.)
The following two sections describe this note in detail.
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[Operations under Normal Conditions]
Figure 1 shows interrupt handler processing under normal operating conditions.
Under normal operating conditions, the “Edge-recognized” interrupt request is
cleared when the interrupt vector register (IVECT) is read out in the interrupt
handler process. After the request is cleared, the next interrupt request can be
detected.
Therefore, under normal operating conditions, if an interrupt request for (A’) is
generated during the period from “when an interrupt (A) request is generated
until the interrupt request is cleared after the IVECT is read out,” the interrupt
(A’) request is processed as an interrupt (A) request at the point it is generated,
and if a request for interrupt (A’) is generated after the current (A) interrupt
request is cleared, it will be processed as an interrupt (A’) after the interrupt (A)
process is completed.

Generation of interrupt (A) causes
branching to EI handler.
An interrupt (A') request generated
during this period will be processed as
an interrupt (A) request.

Save BPC to stack

Save PSW to stack
Save general-purpose
registers to stack

Read IMASK and save
to stack

Read IVECT

Read ICU vector table

An interrupt (A') request generated
beyond this point will be processed
as an interrupt (A') request after
interrupt processing for (A) is completed.

Branch to interrupt
handler for internal
peripheral I/Os

Interrupt
handler

Interrupt
handler

Restore IMASK

Restore general-purpose
registers

Restore PSW

Restore BPC
RTE

Figure 1. Interrupt Handler Process under Normal Operating Conditions
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[Operations Under which Current Problem Occurs]
Figure 2 shows the operations for interrupt handler processing in which the
current problem occurs.
When conditions 1 through 4, listed previously, occur at the same time, the
interrupt request clear signal (internal signal) for either (A) or (A’) is continually
output during the period from “when the interrupt vector register (IVECT) is read
out until the interrupt mask register (IMASK) is restored”. Therefore, an interrupt
request for (A’) that occurs during the period from “when IVECT is read out until
IMASK is restored” is processed as an interrupt (A) request within the current
interrupt processing.

Condition 1:
Using lower-priority "edge type"
interrupt (A) and higher-priority
interrupt (B) together.

Generation of interrupt (A) causes
branching to EI handler.
During this period,
an interrupt (A') request
is processed as a request
for interrupt (A).

Save BPC to stack

Condition 2:
Interrupt (B), which has
higher-priority than interrupt (A)
is generated during this period.

Save PSW to stack

Save general-purpose
registers to stack

Read IMASK and save
to stack

Read IVECT

Read ICU vector table

Condition 3:
Multiple interrupts are
not enabled at this point

Branch to interrupt handlers
for internal peripheral I/Os

Condition 4:
An interrupt (A') is generated
during this period.

Interrupt
handler

Interrupt
handler

During this period,
even if an interrupt (A')
request is generated,
it is still processed as a
request for interrupt (A).

Restore IMASK

Restore general-purpose
registers
Restore PSW

Restore BPC
RTE

Figure 2. Interrupt Handler Operations when Current Problem Occurs.
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[Countermeasure]
As shown in Figure 3, immediately after the interrupt vector register (IVECT) is
read out during the interrupt handler, add an instruction to overwrite the current
interrupt mask register (IMASK) value in the IMASK.
By adding this instruction, the continuous output of the interrupt request clear
signal for (A) or (A’) will be cancelled, enabling detection of an interrupt request
for (A’) during the period from “when the IMASK is overwritten until the IMASK is
restored”.

Generation of interrupt (A) causes
branching to EI handler
An interrupt (A') request
generated during this period
will be processed as an
interrupt (A) request.

Save BPC to stack

Save PSW to stack

Save general-purpose
registers to stack

Read IMASK and save to stack

Read IVECT

Add the following codes as
this point:
-LD24
Rn, #0x800004
LDB
Rm, @Rn
STB
Rm, @Rn
-(Use registers that have been
saved to stack for Rm and Rn.)

Read IMASK and overwrite
IMASK value

Read ICU vector table

Branch to interrupt handler
for internal peripheral I/Os

Interrupt
handler

Interrupt
handler

An interrupt (A') request
generated beyond this point
will be processed as an
interrupt (A') request after
interrupt processing for (A)
is completed.

Restore IMASK

Restore general-purpose
registers

Restore PSW

Restore BPC
RTE

5

Figure 3. Interrupt Handler Operations showing Effect of Countermeasure
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